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Frequently asked Questions 

• What is Virussafe Air Purification System?         
       Unlike the air cleaning method that filters germs and dusts in the air through a filter, the 
Virussafe system renders the viruses and germs in the air inactive thanks to the positive and 
negative molecules it creates by breaking down the moisture in the air.  
• What is Virussafe the difference from other ionizer systems?         
      While ordinary ionizer systems only release negative ions (O₂-), Virussafe produces an 
average of 25,000 cm³ active hydrogen (H +) and active oxygen (O₂-). It does not cause 
ozone production, especially since hydrogen and oxygen are formed simultaneously. In 
addition to providing natural conditions, Virussafe can also provide density that can 
neutralize microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria, mold, fungi and allergens suspended in 
the air without filter.  
• Is Virussafe Technology effective against Avian Influenza or Swine Influenza?         
       In recent tests, it has been proven that Virussafe system has 99% performance in 
deactivating H1N1 and H5N1 viruses.  
• What is the effectiveness of Virussafe against new viruses and bacteria?         
       Virussafe's mechanism of action depends on the hydrogen and oxygen formed. These 
molecules combine and absorb the hydrogen inside the prickly protein structures on the 
virus surface, turning into completely harmless water. This fragmentation process causes 
the virus to be inactive. Since every virus carries this protein structure in order to be able to 
reproduce, Virussafe continues to neutralize every new virus type in its environment.  
• Is Virussafe Technology patented?         
       Virussafe technology is a patented world brand. 
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• How many square meters is the effect of Virussafe ?         

       For the Single Plasma System, the Virussafe effect area is 50 m², and with Multiple Plasma 
Systems, the effect area can be extended up to 500 m². 

• Is Virussafe effective against mold?         

       Virussafe ions neutralize the proteins of the cell membrane on the mold surface, prevent 
them from reproducing and stop the formation of mold. In that case, it eliminates respiratory 
problems caused by mold, too. 

• Is Virussafe effective against allergens?         

       Virussafe technology neutralizes dust mites, wastes and allergens that cause asthma by 95%. 
As with other microorganisms, allergens damage the protein membrane and prevent people from 
reacting, preventing an asthma attack or seasonal allergies.  

• Are Virussafe ions also effective against new bacteria and viruses?         

       Every living organism consists of a protein surface. Virussafe ions will continue to act as long 
as the protein surface remains on the microorganisms. This effect has been confirmed as a result 
of laboratory studies in Influenza Virus varieties, Feline Corona virus, E coli and Staphylococcal 
bacteria. 
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• What are Virussafe ions effective against?         

        The effect of the Virussafe system is confirmed against human waste, dead mites, fungi, viruses, 
bacteria and allergens. Virussafe ions have no direct effect against chemicals. However, it has been 
determined that the smell of cigarettes and sweat can be removed 5 times faster by Virussafe.  

• How many different microorganisms  tests have International Labs / Test Centers performed?         

        The effects of Virussafe against 20 different species have been tested by 9 different international 
test centers. In addition, 5 of the tests that are valid in the world literature have been done 20 times 
each by Istanbul Faculty of Medicine Microbiology department and its effectiveness has been approved.  

• Does Virussafe harm people?         

        Oxygen - Hydrogen radicals produced by Virussafe cause microorganisms to be destroyed by 
damaging their protein structures. Since the human surface area is much wider than a microorganism, 
ions produced by Virussafe cannot penetrate or create a magnetic field that will have an effect on it.  

• How is the Virussafe system different from other air cleaners?         

        Ions emitted from Virussafe are purely ions in nature. When O- and H + ions meet, they turn into 
Oxygen-Hydrogen radicals as in nature and produce a chemical reaction on the surfaces of pests 
transmitted from air. With the formation of Oxygen-Hydrogen radicals, harmful microorganisms are 
naturally destroyed. This photosynthesis technology is produced only by Virussafe systems except 
nature. 
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